


Sometimes, a part is more than the whole. But “ottimo” happens when many such  
parts coalesce. And that is the story of ottimo. 

Ottimo began life as an idea to showcase the best of Italian furniture in India.  
The brain child of Ashok Basoya, it soon took on a life its own and today  
represents some of the best known brands in Italian interiors alongside his own  
in house brand- ottimo. Backed by years of expertise, patented technologies  
and innovative designs, ottimo’s showcase traverses sofas, beds, doors, walls  
and floorings, kitchens, children’s rooms, rooms within rooms, studio apartments,  
kitchen apppliances, home automation and more. 

ORIGIN 

Italian Interiors 





Kitchens are much more than places to cook. They are the hubs where emotions meld to  
create a home. Aster understands this. Spread across 70 countries with focus on technology,  
quality and design. Aster Cucine offers 12 different collections in 496 finishes, so that your  
kitchen will always evoke the emotion you desire. 





Cipriani is a luxury offering from the house of CIAC. It epitomizes the group’s expertise  in 
fine interiors and offers a range of lifestyle products. Cipriani combines contemporary  
style with timeless design to create warm sophisticated creations that exude luxury. 

Simple lines, fine materials, carefully crafted wood, precious leather, perfectly balanced  
finishes, unique stitching and exquisite inlays : these are the hallmark of the Cipriani lifestyle. 









Since 1860, Lualdi doors have been the benchmark of  
industrial doors. Bespoke luxury, innovative technology and  
paintstaking details define and permeate every aspect of  
production. The result are doors that win awards and redefine  
the way doors are constructed. In fact, Lualdi doors have  
been awarded The Golden Compass award four times for  
four different doors. 













Art applied to everyday objects- that  is 
the spirit of Momenti. Momenti is  a 
revolutionary, patented glass fibre  that 
lends itself to multiple surfaces -   walls, 
floors, furnitures fabric etc. The  fibre’s 
versatility combines with the art  of 
various masters to create patterns  and 
designs that exude art, design and  
luxury. Alternatively, you can combine  the 
fibre with your own design to create  a 
singularly unique product that reflects  
your individual personality in every object  
that surrounds you. 











Black&More collection is characterized by the previous cedar veneer  
in hg or matt vintage. 
Black and Grey finishes heighten the style of this collection made by  
essential lines, harmonious shapes and slim metal bases. 







LOUNGE AREA: AN OAsis OF SOPHISTICATED COMFORT 

To relax means to lower your gaurd and let comfort  
take over although stylish people never let the style of  
their relaxation area go. The ALEXANDER Collection  
was created for them and it keeps its solemn promise:  
superior quality leathers for the upholstery; fine woods;  
rigorous metal fittings; exquisite textiles; innovative  
deatils and original design. 









The Operae Home line features premium  
upholstered sofas, chairs, beds and sofa  
cum beds; all of which are 100% Italian 
-  in design and production. Produced by  
ATL Group, Opera Home products are the  
in-house brand of ATL and are backed by  
its 40 years expertise as the preferred  
supplier of upholstered furniture to leading  
world brands. 





On Off is a unique concept, ideal for studio apartments, work at home set ups and young  
adults. It features a unique bed and sofa configuration that allows the same room to function  
as a living room by day and a bedroom by night; thus, ideal for small spaces and multi use  
spaces. Highly customizable, On Off can adapt to include a kitchenette, wardrobe, dining  
table, TV unit and more. 
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Creating rooms that evolve to meet your changing needs is the key characteristic of Tumidei  
furniture. Children’s rooms, room within rooms, TV units that adapt to your changing moods 
-  it’s all easily doable with Tumidei’s vast range of modular offerings. Certified to ISO to  
9001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 standards, Tumidei furniture is environment friendly,  
non toxic and the safest choice for your loved ones. 
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